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ABSTRACT

A 250-GHz Cyclotron Auto Resonance Maser (CARM) oscillator

has been designed and constructed and will be tested using a 1-kA,

2-MEV electron beam produced by the induction linac at ,the

Accelerator Research Center (ARC) facility of Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory (LLNL). The oscillator circuit was made to

operate in the TEll mode at ten times cutoff using waveguide Bragg

reflectors to create an external cavity Q of 8000. Theory predicts

cavity fill times of less than 30 ns (pulse length) and efficiencies

approaching 20% if sufficiently low transverse electron velocity

spreads are maintained (2%).

I. Introduction

, The CARM is of considerable interest at LLNL because of its

potential for providing high peak powers at millimeter wave

frequencies required for plasma heating and high resolution radar.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract
W-7405-ENG-48.
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lt operates as a doppler upshifted gyrotron (cyclotron wave

interaction) in a strong uniform axial guide field at a wavelength

given by _, _[1 + (_,13.1.)21/-¢2 where Lc is the cyclotron wavelength and
, ,

[3_[.is the.rotational velocity about a field line [1]. This formula is

analogous to that for an FEL when kw is substituted for )_c. At lower

electron energies (g4 MeV) the CARM can achieve much higher

. frequencies than the FEL since )_c can be made much smaller than ?_w
|

by using axial guide fields produced from superconducting magnets.

We have designed and built a proof-of-principle induction linac

driven CARM oscillator at 250 GHz which will soon be tested at the

ARC facility at LLNL. Figure 1 shows a final assembly drawing of the

device as it now exists. Table 1 gives the key design parameters. A

30-ns pulsed solid electron beam at 1 kA and 1.2 MeV is generated

from a Pierce-type induction linac injector using a five-inch

thermionic cathode. The beam is post accelerated up to 2 MeV using

ten induction linac cells. The beam is then focused into a 10-kG axial

magnetic field at a diameter of 4.6 mm. It then passes through a

resonant bifilar helix (transverse field ~ 40 G) where 16% of the1

electron axial velocity is converted into rotational velocity. The

corkscrew beam is then further compressed into a final fiejd of 29 kG

where it enters the CARM cavity interaction region at a diameter of 5

mm and an average rotational velocity [_± of 0.3. The electron beam

is generated in an immersed flow configuration (four times Brillouin)

in order to minimize Pierce rotation which causes excessive

- transverse velocity spread.
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II. CARM Oscillator Circuit
,' s

Tile CARM oscillator c,avity is formed by two Bragg reflectors

separated by a straight section as illustrated in Fig. 2. The cavity is

designed to operate in the TEll mode at ten times cutoff near
,

250 GHz. The Bragg reflectors were fabricated with 300 and 150

sinus°idal 25-.I.tm ripples resl?ectively in order to create an external

Q of 8000. Numerous small ripples were required in order to

generate a pure TEll mode with no TMll interference 'in the highly

overmoded pipe [2]. Figure 3 shows the TEll and TMll axial modes

that exist in the CARM cavity and their location With respect to the
i

reflection stop bands of the Bragg reflectors. The desired operating

mode at 249,5 GHz is put: TEll while the higher frequency modes

are hybrid TEll and TMil, The Bragg reflectors were cold-tested

using a tuned iInpatt diode source operating from 245 GHz to 255 |

GHz. Insertion loss versus frequency was measured for the 18-cre

Bragg reflector and compared favorably with TE-TM coupled mode

theory as illustrated in Fig. 4.

III. CA RM Oscillator Interaction Theory

We assume both,a forward and backward wave which couple to

. each other through the ripples of the Bragg reflectors. These are

given as"

(forward) V+(z)= IV+(z)l exp(iO+ (z) e 2c°t'ikz

(backward) V_(z) = iv.(z)l ex,p (lO-(z)e :Lcot+ikz

The beam electrons are described by their encrgy "1' and phase

g = mt- kz .-tan -1 (Py/Px). The beam is assumed to couple only to
I
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the forward wave. Since there is no external force in the axial

direction(unlike FEL) one can show that for TE modes, the quantity

5, [1 -13z[3ph] is a constant of the motion where 13ph is the ptlase

velocity of the wave. This allows ui and Uz to be expressed in terms

of y. The set of equations describing beam wave interaction on axis

(ignoring finite Larmor radius effects) is given by:

(1) dV+ , iGe2iA z V. + Io4______.eE e'lv_ u2
dz Npmc3 p u p

(2) dV__ = iGe.2iAz V+
dz

._1:)

(3) s n(v+0+)5.
dz 2ao uP

[co- A°/yp - kuP/yp] IV_ cos (xltp+ 8+) (Tp" uP/13p!,)(4) dVP yp
dz tlp 2ao uPup

where

Uz L 13-ph

U.L=_/_, 1-u 2

G = (.42) 2rtr° (Bragg Coupling Coefficient)
Xbao

A = k - 11:/_.b (Bragg Frequency Mismatch)
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with

AO = non-relativistic cyclotron frequency

ao = wall radius

_b = Bragg wavelength

ro = Bragg ripple amplitude

, Io = beam current.

The ccadition that the complex backward wave is zero at the output

determines the oscillation frequency co and the amplitude of the

backward wave at z = 0. Solutions are obtained through iteration. A

simplified solution can be obtained if one first solves for the mode
L

structure (Fig. 2) ignoring the beam (Eq. 1 and 2). Equations 3 and 4

can then be integrated through known fields once a given peak field

amplitude is chosen giving efficiency as a function of electric field.

The self-consistent beam current is then determined through energy

balance, versus beam current. Finally, start oscillation conditions

and fill times are determined by linearizing Equations 3 and 4 and

. solving the system for complex 03= 03R + i 03I.

The fill time I: is given by

x = 20/2o3I

The fill time and start oscillation current lth are related by:

20 Qext

where Qext is the external cavity Q and Io is the operating beam

current.



IV. Predicted Performance for CARM Oscillator

The equations above were used to simulate the operation of the

CARM oscillator circuit of Fig. 2. Figure 4 shows predicted oscillation

thresholds versus magnetic field for various beam axial velocity

spreads. Using the formula for fill time (Eq. 5) one observes that the

cavity will not fill for beana axial spreads greater than .5%. Figure 5

shows predicted efficiency versus current for .5% axial spread and

.2% axial spread. We note that the external Q of 8000 is much too

high if the beam quality is good (.2%) since the efficiency peaks at

low current (250 amps). This was chosen intentionally since for the

first experiment the highest priority is to minimize oscillation

threshold even at the expense of efficiency due to the uncertainty in

the beam quality which will be achieved.

V, Future Work

The 250 GHz CARM has been designed, built and all components

tested including a cold test of the Bragg oscillator circuit. We are

now beginning to run the experiment. We plan to optimize circuit

length and cavity Q in future experiments. There are also plans to

operate the CARM as a single pass amplifier.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Assembly drawing for existing 250 GHz CARM oscillator.

Fig, 2. Bragg reso_lator cavity showing the TEl 1 electric field

structure (cold mode)' Resonant Frequency = 249.5 GHz.

: External Q = 8000.

Fig. 3. Resonant modes of CARM oscillator circuit predicted from TE-

TM coupled mode theory: dashed curve shows reflection

versus frequency for the input Bragg reflector.

Fig. 4. Cold test results from the 18 cm Bragg reflector, Solid curve

is theoretical prediction from TE-TM coupled mode theory.

Circles are values of measured insertion loss.

Fig. 5. Oscillation threshold current versus normalized magnetic field

for different values of axial beam velocity spreads.

Fig. 6, Predicted CARM efficiency versus operating current for axial

velocity spreads of .2% and .5%



Table 1. Key CARM Design Parameters

Frequency TEll mode 250 GHz (10 times cutoff)

Output Power 200-400 MW

Voltage 2 MeV
, , ,

Current 1 kA

, Circuit Axial Field 29,000 gauss

Circutt Interaction Length < 40 cm

Circuit Diameter 7 mm

Transverse/Axial Velocity .3

Transverse Velocity Spread <5%
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